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Abstract: An experimental and numerical study was conducted to investigate the flow friction and heat transfer performance in tube
with twisted tape having circular hole at the centre, Reynolds number range of 25000–95000. The study aims at improving the heat
transfer efficiency of heat exchanger. The friction factor, Nusselt number and the overall thermal performance parameters of an align,
twisted tape having circular hole at the centre have been obtained and compare with the plain tube. The comparisons showed that,
compared with the plain tube, the tube with twisted tape without circular hole has further improved convective heat transfer
performance by about 40% and whereas lowered flow friction. The twisted tape having circular hole at the centre tube shows about 50%
greater thermal performance than, twisted tape without circular hole. In this paper we are only studying the case of simple forced
convection heat transfer, in which we are not using any twisted tape, we are concentrating on finding a level that from which we have to
work toward enhancement process by using twisted tape, and by using twisted tape with square hole and alternate axis.
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1. Introduction

2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

Heat transfer enhancement techniques refer to the
improvement of thermal performance of heat exchangers.
The heat transfer enhancement techniques are performed in
wide spread applications. The results of those studies have
been shown that although heat transfer efficiencies are
improved, the flow frictions are also considerably increased.
In this report the various wavy twisted tapes are used for
heat transfer enhancement having various twist ratios. The
strips are expected to induce a rapid mixing and a high
turbulent and longitudinal vortex flow like a delta wing, of
course, resulting in an excellent rate of heat transfer in the
tube. Existing enhancement techniques can be broadly
classified into three different categories:
a) Active method: This method involves some external
power input for the enhancement of heat transfer; some
examples of active methods include induced pulsation by
cams and reciprocating plungers, the use of a magnetic
field to disturb the seeded light particles in a flowing
stream, etc.
b) Passive method: These methods generally use surface or
geometrical modifications to the flow channel by
incorporating inserts or additional devices. For example,
use of inserts, use of rough surfaces etc.
c) Compound method: When any two or more of these
techniques are employed simultaneously to obtain
enhancement in heat transfer that is greater than that
produced by either of them when used individually, is
termed as compound enhancement.

The apparatus consist of blower fitted with the test pipe. The
test section is surrounded by band heater. Six thermocouple
are placed in the air system at the entrance and exit, of the
test section and two thermocouple are embedded on the test
section to measure the air temperature. Test pipe is
connected with the delivery side of the blower along with
the orifice to measure flow of air through pipe. Input through
the heater is given to a dimmerstat and measured by
Voltmeter and Ammeter. A temperature indicator is
provided to measure surface temperature of wall in the test
section.

Different types of inserts are.
1. Twisted tape and wire coils 2. Ribs, Baffles, plates

Make sure that connections of the thermocouple are properly
attached with the surfaces whose temperature is to be
measured. Switch on the Heater input and Centrifugal
Blower input. Using rheostat increase the supplied air heater
input. Start taking readings with time, set as zero. The
blower is started and mass flow rate of air is adjusted
suitably with the help of gate valve to have turbulent flow.
The mass flow rate of air is measured with the help of orifice
meter. Pressure difference between inlet and outlet side of

The present paper Contributes for review of tape inserts.
Twisted tape: Twisted tapes are the metallic strips twisted
with some suitable techniques with desired shape, inserted in
the flow and dimension.

Diagram

Figure 1: Experimental Setup
2.1 Experimental Procedure
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the pipe is recorded with the help of U-Tube Manometer and
attached scale. Before taking the readings the steady state
condition is maintained. Initially the readings on plain tube
then tube with twisted tape without hole and the on tube with
twisted tape with square holes and alternate axis were taken.
This is to validate and compare the performance of tube with
twisted tape with square holes and alternate axis with twisted
tape without hole. The temperature readings T i (Ambient
temperature), T1 (Air temperature at inlet side), T 5 (Air
temperature at outlet side), and T 2 to T4 (temperatures at
different location in test section) were recorded with the help
of Digital Temperature Indicator present with the apparatus.

3. Standard Formulation Used
The data reduction of the measured results is summarized in
the following procedures:

Fig.4.1.1: Pressure drop Vs. Re No for Plain tube, tube with
twisted tape without hole, tube with twisted tape with hole.
Over the studied Reynolds number range, twisted tape
without hole shows the highest friction factors, which are
slightly higher than
3.1twisted tape with holes and plain tube .
Pressure drop goes on increase as Re no also increases. In
case of insert twisted tape without hole pressure drop is
maximum because tape has large material than the twisted
tape with hole that’s why pressure drop is maximum.

3.2

4.1.2 mass flow rate Vs Pressure Drop for plane tube,
without holes And with square holes
In this Condition the mass flow rate are Constant for three
condition, without square holes the pressuere drop is
maximum as compare to the with square holes and plane
tube. In case of insert twisted tape without hole pressure
drop is maximum because tape has large material than the
twisted tape with hole that’s why pressure drop is
maximum.

4. Result
4.1 Pressure Drop:

Fig.4.1.3: Nusselt no Vs. Reynolds No for plain twisted tape
and twisted tape with square hole and alternate axis.
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For the tube with twisted tape with square hole and alternate
axis Nusselt number is about 40 to 50 % higher than the
plain tube within the Reynolds number range of 25,000 to
95,000.It is obvious to get the same graph plots for the heat
transfer coefficient. Heat transfer enhancement can occur
with the same rate in turbulent flow region due to twisted
tape with square hole and alternate axis in case of flow
through tube.
4.3 The Thermal Performance:

5. Conclusions and Summary
The heat transfer enhancement, thermal performance and
friction factor characteristics of twisted tape inserted tube
will be investigated experimentally. The experiments will be
performed for the tube fitted with twisted tapes with
different pitches.
1) The increase or decrease of Nusselt number obtained for
the tube with twisted tape inserts in comparison to those
of the plain tube values.
2) The friction factor for the tube equipped with twisted
tape inserts will be compared with those of the plain tube
values.
3) The maximum thermal enhancement efficiency (η)
possible with the twisted tape inserted tube with a
particular configuration among the tested ones.
4) The empirical correlations will be developed in the
proposed study which will predict the Nusselt number
and friction factor.
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